About the Global Math Project

We are a community of people who want all learners and teachers across the globe to experience joy and wonder in school-relevant mathematics.

The Project was founded by a team of seven people who had the bold and audacious vision to bring the world together through common mathematics experiences, opening the doors for all.

OUR CORE VALUES

- Mathematics is for everyone!
- Teachers are the greatest advocates for mathematics.
- Everyone is part of the global mathematics community.

OUR CORE PRACTICES

- Ensure inclusivity and free access for all.
- Remain curriculum relevant but curriculum agnostic.
- Let mathematics shine for itself.
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GLOBAL MATH

168 countries and territories
Global Math Week participants hailed from all across the planet.

13,500+ teachers and math leaders
registered for Global Math Week 2017. They pledged to work with...

360+ teachers and math leaders
registered for Global Math Week 2017. They pledged to work with...

1.77 million students
HIGHLIGHTS OF GLOBAL MATH WEEK 2017

FEATURING EXPLODING DOTS

- **96.8%** Helped students see math as more **APPROACHABLE**
- **96.1%** Helped students see math as **MAKING SENSE**
- **93.1%** Helped students be more **CONFIDENT**
- **96.6%** Helped students see math as more **ENJOYABLE**
- **76.3%** Students **STILL DISCUSSING**
  Global Math Week
- **94.2%** **RECOMMEND**
  Global Math Week To Others

**TEACHERS AGREE OR STRONGLY AGREE THAT**

**GLOBAL MATH WEEK 2017:**

- “Hands up in the air in triumph! Decades of believing I couldn’t do math—poof! Exploded!”
- “Eureka! Now I understand why we add numbers this way.”
- “Exploding dots has changed my mind, and thus my life! Thank you!”
- “My students are so engaged that you will still hear them saying kapows and kabooms in the hallways...”
- “Exploding dots blew my kids’ mind! So much so, they wanted to miss PE to continue with math!”
Founding Organizations

THANK YOU TO OUR 2017 PARTNERS!
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Global Math Week 2017 Partners
WHAT’S NEXT

We believe Global Math Week is today’s quickest, most effective way to bring joyful mathematics into classrooms around the world.

Help us grow the impact of Global Math Week over the next five years by sponsoring:

- Translation of content – written guides, web content, video subtitles – into hundreds of languages.
- Development of website infrastructure, including a centralized community platform for the citizens of the world.
- Content and interaction application development, testing, and refinement.
- Workshops, symposia, and training camps for teachers
- In-person outreach to underprivileged communities
- Public and media relations

Together, we can reach 10 million students!

www.globalmathproject.org
Uplifting Mathematics for All

Global Math Project
American Institute of Mathematics
600 E. Brokaw Road
San Jose, CA 95112

Contact: info@globalmathproject.org
Website: iglobalmathproject.org

The Global Math Project is hosted by the American Institute of Mathematics, a nonprofit, tax-exempt charitable organization (tax identification number 94-3205114) under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.